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New Automobile Site Shows Promise For Car Sellers & Consumers

TestDriveHere.comhas a unique concept that could possibly bridge the gap between the
newspaper classified ad world and the online automobile listing world. Free service!

(PRWEB) June 1, 2004 --TestDriveHere.com opened its doors today introducing a free service that's bound to
interest anyone selling a new or used vehicle. Their concept now gives classified ad readers the luxury of seeing
multiple photos of the vehicle immediately after reading the ad.

Here's how it works: The seller uploads multiple images and the details of their vehicle using a quick and easy
form. TestDriveHere.com, then, creates a 'key# for the seller. This 'key #' is to be included in the newspaper
classified ad (e.g. - TestDriveHere.comKey # 4321). When the reader reads the ad, they simply enter that key #
at the site to quickly see the vehicle. The nice part about this new site, is that you no longer have to guess what
the vehicle looks like. Much less, drive across town only to be disappointed in the vehicle's appearance.

The vehicle display page provides all the essential information you would expect for buyers and also gives the
option to instantly check the vehicle's car history, respectively.

TestDriveHere.com also offers this free service to owners of motorcycles, RV's, jet skis, boats, and ATV's.

In summary, TestDriveHere.com has a unique concept that could possibly bridge the gap between the
newspaper classified ad world and the online automobile listing world. By offering convenience, ease, and
ingenuity, this site should gain some interest from automobile sellers and consumers alike.

Visit TestDriveHere.com for more information and vehicle page examples.
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Contact Information
Ryan Hess
TOURITHERE.COM
http://www.TestDriveHere.com

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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